## Accessories & Publications

**Australian Complete Coin Album,**
Spaces for every Australian pre-decimal and decimal coin issued from 1910 to 2011, complete with information backing sheets. (20 pages). Embossed, padded covers with room for more pages. (Album measures 25cms X 29cms)………………….$ 72.00

(New Zealand Album also available, similar to the above album, 20 pages 1933 to 2011………$ 72.00)

**Australian Pre-Decimal Coin Album,**
Complete with ten (10) coin pages and descriptive backing sheets. Embossed covers (Album measurers 25cms X 29cms).....$45.00

(New Zealand Album also available, similar to the above album, 8 pages 1933 to 1965………$ 45.00)

**Australian Decimal Coin Album,**
Complete with ten (10) coin pages and descriptive backing sheets. Embossed covers (Album measurers 25cms X 29cms).....$45.00

(New Zealand Album also available, similar to the above album, 8 pages 1967 to 2011………$ 45.00)

**Coin Album,**
Fitted with six (6) coin pages of your choice, with backing sheets. Embossed covers as above (25cms x 29cms)…………………$32.50

**Coin Album. Refills,**
(including backing sheets)

| Sizes | $2.80 each | OR | 10 refills for | $24.50 |

**2 X 2 Holders Coin Album,** (Large)
A deluxe large sturdy four ring padded binder with ten x 20 pocket coin pages. Designed to house coins that are in 2x2 coin holders. Plenty of space to add extra pages as required. Excellent presentation…………………………………….$ 55.00

**Album Refills**: 20 pocket refill pages $2.75 each ………………… OR 10 refills for ………………… 24.50

**2 X 2 Holders Pocket Coin Album** : Small 10 x 6 pocket coin pages for 2x2s. Easy to carry………………………...$ 19.50

**Coin Holders**,  
(Larger sizes available - POA)
Self Adhesive – (mm) 17.5, 20, 22.5, 25, 27.5, 30, 32.5, 35, 37.5 & 39.5 . Per box of 50………………………….$ 15.50

Stapler Type – (mm) 17.5, 20, 22.5, 25, 27.5, 30, 32.5 & 39.5. Per bundle of 100……………………………………22.95

Box of 25 – 40mm or 43mm (Staple Type) $15.00 each  
Box of 25 – 43mm Self Adhesive.. 22.00

**Banknote Album,**
Banknote album, similar to Coin Album above with 6 note pages of your choice and backing sheets………………………...$ 32.50

**Banknote Album Refills,** (including backing sheets)

| Sizes | $2.80 each | OR | 10 refills for | $24.50 |

**Dansco Deluxe Coin Albums,**
Brown leatherette folder style push-in coin albums. Shows date, mintage figures and mint marks.  
(O/S = Out of Stock)

**Australian** : Halfpenny (O/S), Penny (O/S), 3d./6d., Shilling, Florin, Type Set, 1c./2c., 5c. (O/S), 10c. (O/S), 20c. (O/S), 50c. (2 albums), $1 (O/S) and $2 (O/S).  
$ 28.50 each  
Type Sets, New Zealand and Fiji Dansco Deluxe Coin Albums are also available (POA)

**Dansco Supreme Coin Albums,**
Prestige presentation. Port-hole style presentation of coins allows easy access and see-both-sides viewing.  
(O/S = Out of Stock)
An extremely attractive way to house any collection.

**Australian** : Halfpenny, Penny ($98.50) , Threepence/Sixpence., Shilling, Florin, Type Set, 1 cent/2 cent (O/S) , 5 cent (O/S) , 10 cent (O/S) , 20 cent (O/S) , 50 cent (O/S) , $1 (O/S) & $2 (O/S).  
$ 89.95 each

Reference Books, 
(See our Web page for a comprehensive list or request a copy via mail)
“Renniks Australian Coin & Banknote Values” Price Guide & Reference – Latest Renniks………………………... 39.95
“New Zealand Coin & Banknote Catalogue” N.Z. Premier Catalogue……………………………………… 19.95
“Coins of England & the U.K. 2013”- Hardcover 150BC to 2012 Spink (620+ pages)………………………………… 45.00
“Cigarette Cards – Australian Issues & Values”- Dion H Skinner……………………………………………………….. 25.00
“Lets Collect Coin and Medals” - Beginners guide to collecting coins………………………………………………… 5.00
Beginners Starter Kit–Two reference books on Australian & New Zealand coins & banknotes, plus Coin Album & 20 coins. 55.00

**Magnifying “Glasses” (Cased)** : Silver Metal 10 X Loupe...$ 24.95 , 30 X Loupe.$ 26.95  “Gold” 10 X Loupe…$ 27.50

Other Accessories & Reference Publications – Please write/fax/telephone/email with your requirements.

***** Please Allow Extra Postage on all Accessories & Books (any Excess will be Refunded) *****